
Christmas Eve 2021 

Isaiah 9:1-7, Luke 2:1-14.  

The bells of heaven for earthly time. 

My reflection with you this Christmas eve is prompted not first scriptural reference but 

one of our lovely banners in church.  

Our talented Church warden creates all sorts of banners for special occasions and 

feasts, weddings, baptisms, feasts and festivals.  Perhaps because they are temporary 

and change many of us never take them for granted – like flowers they add a 

temporary passing decoration to a special time.  For those of you watching online - you 

cant see it and no I can’t take it down and show you as it needs special patience and 

time to put them up as only our warden’s husband knows only too well! 

It is about bells – “in heaven the bells are ringing”  is the wording.  

Bells appear on Christmas cards, feature in carols and are rung out across the land to 

announce the birth of Jesus.  Bells don’t feature much in the scriptures – the 

shepherds don’t have a handy set of handbells to ring out ding dong merrily on high as 

they approach Jesus in the stable.  I was minded to research a little and really only in 

the book of Exodus where the priestly clothes and utensils are made to include bells 

are bells a feature of the story of salvation.   

But if we turn to our ordinary lives, and it is into our ordinary lives that God is born this 

night, then bells are commonplace and not necessarily overtly religious.  The door bell 

goes and these days it is likely another parcel from the internet shop but it may just be 

a welcome friend or neighbour. The morning alarm bell or equivalent may not always 

be welcome but it is time to get up and get on.  Most people don’t seem to wear 
watches now and it wasn’t so many centuries ago when the same was true – they were 

not invented and then too expensive.  But perhaps the household had a grandfather 

clock in the hall or a mantle clock that would clang the hour or even half hour or 

quarter.  I have lived in earshot of church clocks that toll the hours day and night – 

most annoying if you can’t sleep.  My father had a clock phase and at one time we had 

over 30 long case clocks clanging away – out of time with each other of course.  

Gradually they were silenced by mechanical failure and removal to the loft.  Such bells 

mark time – our time which is limited in the midst of time itself which like God is not.   

Bells ring out at special times of our lives corporately - they rang out to mark the end of 

wars and personally perhaps at our wedding but our death maybe too –the half muffled 

bells at a funeral have heaven and earth echoing and marking time.   

Many of you will know the phrase “for whom the bell tolls” the title of a novel yes but in 
common palance to and originally the heart of John Donne’s famous poem “no man is 

an island”  I summarise  



No man is an island entire of itself, 
Every man is a piece of the continent, 

 
Any man's death diminishes me, 

Because I am involved in mankind. 
And therefore never send to know for whom the bell tolls; 

It tolls for thee. 
 
So bells speak of something shared – like time and yet intensely personal – what are 
we doing with that time.  
 
The central book of the Old Testament is the book of Exodus when God intervenes in 
time and place to free his people, the Hebrews, from slavery and domination to 
freedom – the bells in the priestly garment remind the people in their worship that God 
of all time has acted in time. So what will they do individually and collectively with this 
freedom and the time left to them here in earth.  
 
It is the biblical question – and the answer is often not a good one Time and freedom -
these God given gifts - are not just wasted but abused – that is the story of the 
prophets.  But the God of all time and space, the God who Jesus says counts each 
hair of your head, does not remain aloof and reside content in eternity.  His love is 
shown in time. It is shown this night through being born in time and space.  The door 
bell is rung, the hour has come, the feast is here, a new beginning and indeed and new 
end is rung out.   
 
This is not now the preserve of the Jewish Temple or Christian Church it is offered for 
all in all places, cultures and time.   
 
As you know our bible readings are divided into 3 years. This year from Advent Sunday 
through to next November is the year C the year of Luke.  It is no accident that Luke in 
which we find most of the Christmas story is the Gospel of the outsider, the foreigner, 
the non-Jew, the outcast, the woman and stranger.  Luke’s symbol is the OX or Cow a 
symbol not confined to the stable but also a symbol in biblical visions of Heaven.  And 
most interestingly beyond our bible a common image of divinity in many other faiths of 
God’s presence and generosity.  God of all time and space is born in time and space 
for all people in all times and all places.  
 
Like this animal, symbol of divine blessing and sustenance, bells similarly transcend 
Christian culture, they are used in many faiths to draw attention to divine presence in 
our time. Perhaps you have heard little eastern bells cutting through the turmoil of the 
day with a call to peace, to consider who is at the door so to speak, what have we 
done, will we do with the hours of our time ringing away. 
 

https://www.phrases.org.uk/meanings/for-whom-the-bell-tolls.html


At the end of Jesus life the recounting of his passion on the cross is counted by the 
hours like a tolling bell.  Luke recounts how from the sixth hour until the ninth hour 
when Jesus breathes his last there is a darkness across the land and then the curtain 
of the temple is torn in two.  It is the curtain which hides the heavenly from the earthly it 
is the curtain which will have hidden those priestly bells from the like of shepherds and 
inn-keepers.  In Christ it is taken away so we can hear clearly and see - the hour has 
come.  
 
We will ring bells when we remember just how much God values our time and our 
short lives.  When we take bread and wine as Jesus commanded us to do and 
remember God in Christ giving his life for us.  Past present and future for a moment 
come together.  The curtain is torn, heaven and earth touch each other.  We mortal 
passing beings are called to taste and see the infinite love of love in the here and now 
of our time and place.  God makes his home with us that we may have an eternal 
home with him.   
 
The birth of Jesus is the eternal bell of heaven in earthly time.  In but just moment in 
our life, by his love and grace, is enough to hear and be glad for ever. Let the bells of 
heaven ring out in our lives this Christmas time.  
 

The Revd Fr.David Wylie RN 
Midnight Mass 2021. 


